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defeat, the defeat of a conspiracy against the Leader. With real
tears coursing down his cheeks he appealed to the audience not
to desert him., not to wound the generous heart by fresh reve-
lations of ungrateful treachery. In this mood Hitler was irre-
sistible. Those who had come to a searching inquest remained
to mingle their tears with his. The meeting unanimously endorsed
all that the Leader had done. Not more than a handful out of
22,000,000 voters followed Strasscr into the wilderness of useful
and productive occupation. The meeting concluded that the party
was once more united behind the Leader, which was true; they
also concluded that the meeting had settled the future policy of
the party, which was quite untrue. On this point Schleicher was
a much shrewder observer than were the minor chiefs of the
party.
At any rate he was not perturbed. He may have been a little
disappointed at Strasser's complete failure but he did not regard
the result as final. Few men in Germany appraised Hitler so
accurately as did the general; he knew that already Hitler was
wrestling with fresh doubts alike of his policy and his victorious
subordinates and that the hour of negotiation would come again.
There are plenty of stories but no real evidence of any indepen-
dent offer to Strasser, or of an endeavour to split the Nazi party.
Strasser outside the party was no use to the general and he had
never had the slightest hope that Strasser would ever attract
sufficient adherents of his own to make rebellion significant or
the rebels worth regarding as a factor in politics. As a matter
of fact Strasser never made the slightest endeavour to lead a
rebellion. He had been on the whole singularly loyal to Hitler;
the fronde had been against hirn, not made by him, and he had
bowed to the opposition the moment the Leader had identified
himself with it. But the incident was a gain to Schleicher in the
sense that it did militate against the importance of the Nazi party.
Its opposition would not be nearly so formidable after the up-
heaval, and in the Reichstag to which the general attached more
importance than did Papen it would be deprived of its most
formidable orator. More skilful as a demagogue, the venomous
Goebbels was not to be compared for a moment with Strasser

